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Chapter One
Introduction

Serial Iteration in Modern Art
This book is an analysis of the theoretical and historical
relations between modern painting and seriality. While
many modern artists have created and presented their
works in the form of series, for the artists I analyse, namely
Edgar Degas, Piet Mondrian, Francis Bacon, Egon
Schiele, and Andy Warhol - artists who are representative
of such diverse styles as Impressionism, Expressionism,
Neoplasticism, and Pop Art - seriality is an overarching
feature of their work. I present a twofold thesis on this
shared characteristic: it is my contention both that seriality
is crucial to the meaning of their images, and that seriality
defines the structure of reality as it is presented in their
work. As the artists themselves attest, their art explores
"the means through which we can know the universal and
contemplate it in plastic form" (Mondrian, 42), the
"[assimilation of] what is happening, what is around one
and alive" (Degas, 21), and "sensations, feelings...the way
life is" (Bacon, in Sylvester, 48). The following chapters
analyse the different roles seriality plays in these artists'
descriptions of the real and lead to a concluding account of
the connections between the distinct modes of seriality
they employ and the modernist aesthetic they both reflect
and critically address.
To indicate at the outset the importance of the
modes of seriality employed in modern art, I will briefly
consider them with reference to the different models and
1

theories which best explain their meaning. This will help to
show how the artists I discuss sought to articulate
something significant in their art and how their art
articulates something significant to viewers now.
As a structuring principle in modern art, John
Coplans suggests that seriality is a "particular interrelationship, rigorously consistent, of structure and syntax
... that links the internal structure of a work to that of other
works" or that links the elements within a work of art to
other elements of that work (11). 1 The particular
interrelation central to my group of artists is that of
iteration, where the result of each stage in a series is the
basis of the next stage. Serial iteration is like repetition in
that the antecedent terms in a series play a role in the
establishment of new ones. Repetition, however, is usually
understood in its minimal sense of mere numerical
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A series is minimally defined as asymmetrical,
transitive, connected, and irreflexive. A relation is asymmetrical
when, for example, if a is earlier then b, b is not also earlier than
a. Asymmetry is the property of being incompatible with the
converse (whenever aRb, it is not the case that bRa). A relation
is transitive if, when it holds between a and b and also between b
and c, it therefore holds between a and c; so that, for example, if
a precedes b and b precedes c, then a must precede c
(whenever aRb and bRc, then aRc). A relation is connected
when, given any two terms, there must be one which precedes
and another which follows in a single unified chain (for any a and
for any b, either aRb or bRa is true). A relation is irreflexive when
no term of the series has those relations to itself which it has to
other terms of the series (for no object a is aRa true). In addition,
when a series of events is understood as a series of distinct,
dynamical acts, then each event is unique. Thus, as will be
explained below, such a series is, like the series of natural
numbers, intransitive as well as transitive. A relation is intransitive
when the relation of a to b is not the same as that of b to c. See
Bradley (2002) and B. Russell (1993).
2

difference, the exact duplication of a pattern, structure, or
any other visual element that differs from the first instance
only by being the second. Yet in the artists I discuss
iteration involves much more than the mere numerical
repetition of terms. The modes of serial iteration they
employ require to be interpreted in a constructivist way as
essentially a matter of an activity of construction.2
Here serial iteration is an active process in which a
new term in a series is constructed out of an antecedent
term, and their relation is a matter of an act of
construction. Iteration in this way involves repetition, for
antecedent terms are employed in the construction of a
new ones. But this repetition does not wholly determine the
new term. Because the new term in the series is
constituted by a constructive activity of relation, its nature
is not exhaustively traceable to its antecedent. Serial
iteration is thus a matter of iterative acts of construction
which are free. The activity which makes them what they
are is their activity of actualization, and this cannot be
referred away from themselves to anything else.3 As a free
activity of actualization, serial iteration is intrinsically a
structure of becoming and novelty, a process in which the
free construction of new terms is the very actualization of
order and each serially iterative act of construction is a free
event of construction, an active, irreducible event in the

2

As will become evident in what follows, particularly in
the chapter on Mondrian, the role of constructive activity in serial
iteration is a central matter of debate in the philosophy of
mathematics. This is obviously not a debate that will be
commented upon here.
3

It is in this sense and this sense alone that the concept
of freedom will be employed throughout.
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becoming of the series.
So understood, the process of serial iteration is a
structuring or ordering activity of actualization, but not one
which involves hierarchy, teleological development, or the
unfolding, cumulative sequence of episodes characteristic
of the continuities of temporal narrative. No serially
situated element has any special status within the series;
but as situated, any antecedent element provides the
conditions for the next. In this way, serial iteration is
historical in the sense that its differentiating process
involves the reception of antecedent structures in the
active construction of present structures, and the open
possibility of constructing future structures out of the
present. Serial iteration is thus a particular kind of process
that, as I will show, sheds light not only on the nature of
continuity and difference but also on the interrelation of
activity and freedom in modern art.

The Meaning of Serial Iteration in Modern Art
The fact that the work of the artists I discuss serial iteration
is intimately related to the activity of actualization is
semiotically provocative for two reasons. First, serial
iteration in visual art is provocative from a semiotic
perspective because its emergence as a meaningful
feature of modern art is intimately related both to major
issues in the history of art and to broader cultural
developments of considerable significance. There is a
veritable explosion of concern with serial iteration as a
fundamental feature of activity in modernist culture. It
takes a variety of forms in modernist literature, speculative
philosophy, the mathematics of both the function and the
continuum, modern music, and aspects of psycho4

analysis.
Seriality is a primary formal structure in modernist
literature such as Virginia Woolf s, where her signature
style is created through the repetition of phonemes,
phrases, rhythm, and point of view. The symphonic
structure of Proust's A la Recherche du temps perdu is
made by shifting images and multiplied associations
amongst characters, situations, places, moments,
emotions, and patters of behaviour. Similarly, iteration is a
key to the use of memory, stylistic references, and the
differentiating perceptions of characters in James Joyce's
Ulysses and to Gertrude Stein's gradual, unwinding and
mesmerizing rhythm that presents the time of living back to
the reader in Three Lives and The Making of Americans. 4
In the minimalist music of Steve Reich, Philip Glass, and
John Adams, the features of time, change, and process
emphasize the listener's participatory role of noting
differentiations within strictly structured patterns.
In speculative philosophy, Bergson's theory of
duration, which will be discussed later, is by no means the
only analysis of serial iteration (Bradley, 2003:2). There is
the triadic series of Firstness (spontaneity), Secondness
(existence), and Thirdness (rule or relation) of C.S. Peirce,
which is the basis of his account of the iterative nature of
events (Peirce, 1. 284-353). There is also A.N.
Whitehead's series of active or actual occasions which
constitute a complex account of iterative exchange. In
mathematical philosophy, Bertrand Russell devotes a great
deal of space to the analysis of series, arguing that "a

4

See Moore (1998), Wilson (1967), and Elliot and
Wallace. On visual iteration in Proust, see Bal (1997). On Woolf,
see Lord.
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discussion of order... is lacking in the current
philosophies" and that the mathematical continuum is to be
defined in terms of the logical relations of ordinal series
(Russell, 1992:199). 5 Seriality in psycho-analysis is found
in Freud's notion of repetition, the compulsion to repeat a
trauma in new ways or new situations. 6
In visual art, serial iteration is directly related to
controversial art-historical issues such as the
impressionists' treatment of time and change and the
relation between visual art's use of the grid and notions of
the infinity and continuity of the real. 7 The recognition that
modern visual art's deployment of serial iteration occurs
within a common field of concerns surrounding the

5

In his Principles of Mathematics, Russell devotes eight
chapters to the concept of series and its variations, focussing on
the key issues of order, relations, continuity, infinity, transitivity,
and progressions. Elsewhere, Russell offers a definition of
series, in terms of "the essential characteristics of a relation" that
gives rise to order where in "any two terms in the class which is
to be ordered, ... one 'precedes' and the other 'follows'" (1993:
31). For discussions of the continuum, series, and iteration in
mathematics see A.W. Moore and Russell (1992, 1993).
6

In his Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud explains
that while patients cannot remember repressed events, they are
still obliged to repeat, act out, and deal with the trauma, even if
the ego under the sway of the pleasure principle resists dealing
with the unpleasure. Repetition reveals the presence of the
repressed event without directly attending to it. Freud's theory
can serve as a model for my treatment of the theme of seriality
itself in twentieth century culture: the structure of seriality itself is
iteratively analyzed over and over and over throughout twentiethcentury culture. For a cultural analysis of traumatic iteration, see
Lam.
7

See Krauss and McNamara, who will be referred to
throughout.
6

treatment of the real in terms of concept of the activity of
actualization opens up the examination of serially iterative
visual art to considerations that go far beyond standard
formalist analyses about (for example) the use of grid
structures or the reliance on altering perspectives.
Secondly, through their use of the structure of
serial iteration, the artists I discuss are semiotically
provocative because they articulate specific
understandings of the activity of actualization and its
bearing on related issues such as difference, freedom,
subjectivity, and community. The theme of serial iteration
thus allows a reading of this art in terms of its content. It
becomes possible to examine exactly what the serial
structure of this art articulates. Viewers can look at the art
propositionally, in terms of what serial iteration means in its
various modern manifestations.
This need not imply that the artists were aware of
what propositional content their art articulates or of what it
can mean for the different perspectives and concerns of
twenty-first century viewers. Meaning is produced between
the art and its viewers within a cultural context. Yet the
artists' use of seriality links the meaning of aesthetic
structure to issues bound up with the activity of
actualization. Their serially structured works express
specific structures of repetition and time: how things come
to be through the repetition of the present out of the past
and through the persistence of the present into the future,
as well as how each moment of existence is a unique and
ephemeral event within a continuum of active existence.
While statements made by some of these artists, for
example Mondrian, show that they may have sought to
articulate specific accounts of the nature of actualization in
their art, it is also the case that in bringing our historically
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different interests to bear on the structural and conceptual
elements found in that art takes its interpretation in new
directions. The articulations of the past can be understood
in a new way which makes the art pertinent to similar
concerns in the present. I contend that the iterative seriality
of the artworks I analyse provide accounts of activity,
actualization, difference, and time which re-define those
issues and take them in new directions, thereby
illuminating our current understanding of them.
My analysis of the prevalent use of serial iteration
in twentieth century visual art considers the different ways
in which seriality is employed structurally and semantically
in Europe, Britain and North America in the approximately
one hundred years between Edgar Degas' serialized
impressionist canvases and Andy Warhol's serial
silkscreens. By an examination of the different ways in
which seriality is taken up and put to work by modern
artists in the twentieth century, the significance of serial
structure as a formal feature of their art is revealed. A
serially-oriented investigation of the images of such
stylistically and ideologically disparate artists as Edgar
Degas, Piet Mondrian, Francis Bacon, Egon Schiele, and
Andy Warhol thereby reveals interconnections and
overlaps that alter interpretations of twentieth century art,
interpretations that engage with and question previous
narratives and histories of modernist art. An analysis of
this art in terms of the concerns it raises makes my
analysis more thematic than historically oriented. I interpret
the meaning and cultural significance of the art in terms of
how serial iteration constitutes its structure, content and
central themes. This involves three crucial considerations.
First, the emphasis on the activity of actualization
presented in serially iterative artworks is to be considered

8

on its own terms. The presentation of the activity of
actualization through a structure of serial iteration is not
reduced to other, more general issues, such as the avantgarde experimentation of the early twentieth century, 8 the
modernist embrace of the two-dimensional surface nature
of the picture plane, 9 the commercialism and consumerism
of late modern capitalism, 10 or the neo-romantic,
existentialist expression of the nature of the self.11 These
considerations, which tend to characterize accounts of
modernism, are to be understood in terms of what I
maintain are the more fundamental issues that surround
the structure of serial iteration. 12 In my analysis, the
serially iterative structures of this art are considered to be
just as fundamental a feature of the artwork as the material
and formal features of, say, medium, facture, perspective,
or modernist theoretical concerns with autonomy and
contingency.
As fundamental to the artworks, serial iteration is
treated as another sign or meaning-producing feature of
them. Whatever else they may be, the serially iterative
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For such an account of Schiele, see Knafo and Smith
(2000); of Degas, see Callen (1992), Kendall (1996), and Pollock
(1992); of Mondrian, see McNamara and Krauss.
9

For this account of Bacon, see van Alphen; of Warhol,
see De Duve, Crow, Foster (1996a).
10

For this account of Warhol, see Crone, James, and
Maharaj; for Degas, see Lewis.
l1

For this account of Schiele, see Knafo, Smith (2000),
and Wilson (1980); of Bacon, see Hatch and Nochlin.
12

Drucker and Schapiro provide summaries of the usual

account.
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artworks I examine are propositional in the sense that they
articulate specific ideas about the activity of actualization. I
show that their serially iterative structures do not merely
affect but centrally inform the artworks' meaning. To
consider serial iteration as an integral feature of the
artworks rather than as, say, an accidental property or
trace of the artist's methodology, completely alters the
propositional claims these artworks have hitherto been
understood to make.
It follows, secondly, that the importance of modern
uses of serial iteration is due to the particular nature of its
deployment, not only as a structural but as an insistently
semantic feature of their visual imagery. The role of serial
iteration in the work of Degas, Mondrian, Seniele and
Warhol, for instance, has always been problematic. Degas'
iterative series of dancers and bathers is not adequately
understood either in terms of temporal narrative, as with
Monet, or of perspectival differentiation, as with Cezanne.
While there are features of both Monet's focus on temporal
change and Cezanne's concerns about difference and
perspective in Degas' work, his serial iteration will be
shown to offer an explicitly independent account of the
nature of activity. Degas' serial iteration is therefore crucial
to understanding the meaning of his style and facture. It
will also be found to affect the interpretation of his
controversial treatment of the female nude. Attending to
the serial structure of the artworks transforms what those
images are understood to mean and so what role they play
in art history and in relation to their cultural environment. It
is because serial iteration has specific propositional
content of this kind that I take it to be an insistently
semantic feature of the artworks I examine. The claim
made here is that the use of serial iteration in modernist
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visual art achieves specific theoretical results. These
achievements are not the pragmatic perfecting of the
image or its successful proliferation. They are not to be
understood as historically specific cultural expressions,
temporal narratives, literal narratives like story-telling, or
perspectival variations. Seriality is taken to be an integral
semantic element of much modern art which directly
influences contemporary visual art in specific ways that I
will probe in the chapters that follow. The influence of and
interest in modern art is more fully understood when the art
is seen in terms of its adherence to serial iteration.
Thirdly, while the iterative seriality of these artists
has been understood to be somehow important to its
images, seriality has up till now primarily been discussed in
terms of whatever theoretical apparatus happened to be
historically and culturally analogous to the modes and
conditions surrounding its production. For instance,
Mondrian's seriality is interpreted in the context of the De
Stijl programme and its role in the European avant-garde,
while Schiele's is interpreted in terms of psycho-analysis
and existentialism, and Warhol's series are given Marxist
readings. In all the analyses and explications of the
numerous artists who employ serial imagery, very few
connections have been made between them either in
terms of the issues they articulate or in terms of the
semantic interconnections of their work.13 Even fewer
connections have been made between serial iteration in
visual art and its presence in other areas of modern and

13

In this respect, Krauss' essay "Grids" is a pre-eminent

exception.
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contemporary culture. 14 Serial iteration is not considered to
be a significant theme or structure in visual art, and
therefore not a theme or structure which can be analyzed
in relation to its intersections with other areas of thinking
and cultural activity. It is partly for these reasons that
Warhol's series are analysed largely in terms of theories of
consumerism and pop culture, and that Schiele's images
are generally examined in the light of Freudian psychoanalysis and Nietzschean existentialism. Similarly, Degas'
iterative images are usually discussed in terms of humanist
and naturalist philosophies of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, or analyzed with reference to feminist
theories without interrelating his structure and his subject
matter. Again, Mondrian's late neo-plastic paintings are
usually read as avant-garde aspirations toward universal
order or as illustrations of both his version of Hegelianism
and his theosophical beliefs. The analyses of Bacon's
images, apart from those of Gilles Deleuze and Ernst van
Alphen, are largely biographical or socio-historically
specific, treating Bacon's art as that of a marginalized gay
man documenting the trauma and pain of post-war Britain.
My analysis shows that the significance and implications of
modern serial imagery clearly emerge only when it is
situated in the context of broader cultural and theoretical

14

Of the few analyses explicitly linking serial structures
with modern visual art, the most revealing are Coplans (1969),
Armstrong (2001), and Krauss. In Franses' discussion of the
modernist grid understood as a framing device, he argues that
the grid is a structural mise en abyme: there is no rational order
to the iteration of the grid. He follows Krauss' reading. Welchman
briefly discusses repetition, linking it with the instantaneity and
unrepresentability of speed and light. Again, Welchman suggests
that repetitive and grid structures prioritize change by forsaking
order. These positions I find to be untenable, as will emerge.
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issues than those provided by its immediate historical
environment.

Serial Iteration as Modernist Innovation
I do of course situate each example of serially iterative art
in a historical context. It is hardly surprising that the
philosophical and cultural environment of the latenineteenth through to the late-middle twentieth century
informs the work of Degas, Mondrian, Bacon, Schiele, and
Warhol. My claim is that the serially iterative structure of
their art can be understood in terms of their historical
environment principally because the issues connected to
the activity of actualization presented by their specific
deployments of serial iteration are fundamental to
modernism. For when modernism is understood as the
predicament of "past consciousness living in the present",
the serial iteration of past events in the continual
actualization of the present not only represents but
embodies the structure of modernism itself (Spender,
x:78). Relating the artworks to their environment helps to
show not only what those fundamental cultural issues are,
but also how serial iteration lends itself so well to
modernist and post-modernist articulations of those
issues. 15

15

Stephen Spender describes modernism in terms of
this iterative predicament and claims that the modernist "with his
intellect is committed to criticizing that present by applying to it
his realization of the past" (x:78). According to Spender,
modernism involves a distrust of progress and a faith in art to
fuse past values with modern culture's contemporary sense of
fragmentation (x). Art foregrounds formal experimentation,
enacting the self-referential, self-sufficient wholeness missing in
the mere present. Understood in this way, modern art is art which
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The work of the five artists I discuss is notoriously
difficult to understand. I take their work to show how
distinct styles in modern painting can be re-interpreted and
understood in terms of their shared structures of serial
iteration. This in turn explicates their visual articulations of
the nature of the activity of actualization and the critical,
cultural and conceptual presuppositions which shape
modernism and our understanding of it. Thus some
consideration of Henri Bergson's influential Introduction to
Metaphysics will help to explain Degas' seriality. Similarly,
Mondrian's seriality is discussed with reference to the
mathematical constructivism of L.E.J. Brouwer,
Mondrian's contemporary and a considerable influence on
the mathematics of the time. 16 In addition, I will refer to
theories of repetition and seriality expounded by Gilles
Deleuze for closer definition of the notion of seriality as it is
expressed in the work of Bacon, Warhol, and Schiele.
These considerations will allow me to spell out the
significance of serial iteration as presented in the work of
these artists and how they use it in different ways to
articulate the activity of actualization and related issues
such as subjectivity, community, and history.
For example, Degas' late pastels are expressly
about the active nature of the real. His dynamic facture,
contrived figurations, layering technique and iterated
iconography attest to this. Iteration, as found in The
Bath, 1890-4. Before the ballet. 1890-2. Nude on the edge

demands to be reintegrated with life; it is critical, not decorative.
See also Schwartz, Crowther, and Elliot and Wallace. For
criticism of this position, see Cheetham, Jameson, and Lukacs.
16

For the relation between Mondrian and Brouwer, see
Cheetham and Baljieu.
14

of her bath drying her legs,1900-5, and Frieze of
dancers, 1893-8, reveals points of similarity which become
points of qualitative difference. The iterated act is no more
authentic in one image than in another; while each serial
moment is related, it is also unique. Reference to
Bergson's contemporary theory of duration, the continuum
of existence from which differences spontaneously
emerge, helps to uncover the metaphysical implications of
Degas' seriality. My general argument is that in modern
visual art, iterative series is structurally and semantically
important. In significant ways, seriality constitutes the
representational structure, subject, and theme of these
artist's work.

Serial Iteration and the Originality of the Avant-Garde
There are further reasons for historically situating the
iterative seriality of the art I discuss. Serial iteration
undeniably emerges as a particular convention with the
rise of modernism. Serial iteration is an explicitly modernist
structure which is connected with modernist concerns
about the activity of actualization and carries those issues
over to influence contemporary art practice and theory.
Thus I endorse the claim put forward by Rosalind Krauss
in her influential essays "Grids" and "The Originality of the
Avant-Garde" that recognition of the role played by seriality
is fundamental to the understanding of modern art.
Notwithstanding the cogency of this claim, I take issue with
her treatment of seriality in modern painting.
Krauss traces the pre-war emergence of serial grid
structures in the art coming out of France, Russia and
Holland: Pablo Picasso, Piet Mondrian, Kasimir Malevich,
Mark Rothko, and Jasper Johns, for example. Krauss
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discusses it in terms of modern visual art's "hostility to
literature, to narrative, to discourse" (9). She claims that
"development is precisely what the grid resists" in two
ways: spatially and temporally (9). Because the grid is
"flattened, geometricized, ordered, it is antinatural,
antimimetic, antireal" (9). It presents itself spatially as an
"order of pure relationship" that is "at once autonomous
and autotelic" (10). She argues that the grid is not about
anything in the world, it is "the staircase to the Universal"
(10) because it logically extends to infinity, offering a space
for a "secular form of belief" which involves a fundamental
paradox: the grid presents itself in terms of the values of
science and logic and simultaneously provides a release
into the values of belief and religion (12). Krauss therefore
holds that the twentieth century's structure of the grid is
solely about the metaphysical, denies any relation to the
mundane, and resists development in both theme and
form. It is modernist in the sense that it autonomously
defines itself in terms of the two-dimensional purity of its
form and so structurally insists on its absolute rupture with
the art preceding it.
In critical response to this approach, I hold that the
structure Krauss discusses is less accurately described as
grid-like than as serially iterative: primary to an
understanding of it is not the mere fact of its geometrical
structure, but an analysis of what that structure means and
what it can do. I argue that serially iterative structure is
emphatically discursive, is intimately connected to the
serial iteration found in modernist literature and music, and
presents a narrative only insofar as it is minimally
understood to evince propositional content that engages in
debates about the nature of the real. Serial iteration does
not presume a distinction between the metaphysical and
16

the mundane. It is indeed closely tied to notions of infinity,
but, as will emerge, those notions are inseparable from the
treatment of the structure of the mundane. Moreover, there
is no necessary relation between the flattened, ordered or
geometricized features of serially structured visual art and
the antinatural, antimimetic, or antireal meaning Krauss
ascribes to it. I argue that quite the opposite is the case:
the ordering process presented in the serially iterative
structure of visual art is dynamic, ongoing, and persistent.
Serially iterative ordering, whether it is Mondrian's
strict geometry within an image, Warhol's inexact
repetitions of the same amongst images, or Schiele's
differentiations between images, emphasizes, as I will
show, the activity of ordering: it articulates the ordination of
order itself as that which makes things continually what
they are while making them different. Hence, serially
iterative art prioritizes relations, which Krauss conceives in
a nominalistic way as undefinable, inexpressible,
unrepresentable and hence loosely indicative of a
mysterious theological or metaphysical presence. Yet such
art prioritizes relations not at the expense of, but rather in
terms of, the mundane. It takes the analysis of the active
nature of the mundane as its theme. This art is therefore
fundamentally mimetic: it enacts and instantiates its own
processes of realization. It not only mimetically represents
the serially iterative and durational process of its own
construction and reception, but mimetically thematizes
those processes as representing a universal order of
actualization. Its serial logic is not a formal logic, but a
logic of the order of actualization, a logic of the real.
Serially structured visual art thus installs within itself its
own activity of seriality: it presents itself as a mimetic
instance of the universal exchange of differentiating serial

17

order that it articulates. This is what my analysis aims to
demonstrate.
I situate the structure of serial iteration of modern
art in the historical context of modernism in order to reveal
the specific theoretical issues at stake here. The concepts
attached to the structure of serial iteration have a long
history of increasing diversity and sophistication which is
nevertheless not always known to the artists who use it.
Serial iteration is linked to issues about the structure and
processes of becoming which, as I will show, are part and
parcel of accounts of the activity of actualization. Often,
despite the artists' stated intentions, the works of Degas,
Mondrian, Bacon, Schiele, and Warhol offer visual
accounts of those issues. Not surprisingly, therefore, while
I do make historical and even biographical links between
individual artists and their theoretical tools, I am more
interested in uncovering what the iterative seriality of their
art means and how it affects the interpretation of their
work.

A Distinct Modernist Tradition of Serially Iterative Visual Art
In the work of the five visual artists I analyse, each
different use of serial iteration provides a visual account of
the activity of actualization which relates to specific
concerns about the nature of the subject, of community,
and of history. This, I suggest, is what distinguishes their
serially iterative art from that of modern artists who employ
repetition, like Claude Monet, Paul Cezanne, Josef Albers,
Kenneth Noland, Agnes Martin, or Frank Stella. The
seriality of the artworks I analyse is not a matter of
repeating subject matter, iconography, patterns, or colour
schemes to illustrate temporal narrative, perspectival
18

differentiation, perception or colour theory, psychoanalytical or primordial schemes of consciousness, or
abstract variations. The serially iterative structures I
discuss are not a matter of a Greenbergian quest for the
purity of painting. Nor are they a matter of presenting a
putatively under-analyzed story of the creation of the world
and creativity in general as found in, say, abstract
expressionists like Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock and
Willem de Kooning. 17 Rather, the distinct uses of serial
iteration found in the work of Degas, Mondrian, Bacon,
Schiele, and Warhol present the serially iterative structure
of the activity of actualization not just (or sometimes not at
all) in terms of the content, but within the very structure of
the images. For this reason, their art exemplifies the
different uses and effects of serial iteration in the
modernist period.
A focus on seriality destabilizes the usual
boundaries made between modernist styles, schools, and
programmes, and between modernism and the art that
comes after it. This is because seriality thematizes these
distinctions, orienting the enquiry towards similarities and
overlaps of meaning rather than toward developments of
styles, schools, or projects. 18 Further, the focus on serial
iteration broadens accounts of modern art, for the issues
raised through an attention to seriality are associated with
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On creativity and creation in abstract expressionist art,
see Polcari, Fineberg, and Rosenblum. Fora modernist
explanation of creativitiy, see Hausman.
18

Nochlin's analysis of fragmentation and Cheetham's
analysis of purity also question the frame of modernism.
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modernism in general. 19 Key issues raised in accounts of
modernism include a critical renovation of aesthetic
language and the language particular to each art form, the
foregrounding of novelty as a primary virtue conceptually
and structurally (recall Ezra Pound's credo "Make it new!"),
and the preoccupation with visual perception, particularly a
perception - f o u n d in a style - of one's own. Furthermore,
modernism maintains an adherence to the present,
exploring the experience of time and change as a continual
hie et nunc. Modern artists seek to explain in their art how
things come to be out of the past into the present, and how
the present persists into the future. 20
There is of course nothing novel in the claim that
iterative seriality is a significant shared concern in modern
Western culture. The extensive theoretical literature on
postmodernism is dedicated to analysing the structure of
subjectivity, the nature of history, the structure of the real,
and the structure of temporality or temporal being in terms
of an iterative, process-oriented, open-ended, and aleatory
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Art historians and art critics roughly place modernism
between the mid-nineteenth century and the middle-late twentieth
century. Modernist critics such as Clement Greenberg, Roger Fry
and Clive Bell describe what they see as the modernist project in
terms of "purity" and formal self-criticism. These critics also
shape the way modernist art is understood through their formalist
pursuit of increasingly more systematic theories of change and
development. As Greenberg argues, the function of modern art is
"to find a path along which it would be possible to keep culture
moving in the midst of ideological confusion and violence"
(1984:5). This is where serial iteration comes into play, for
seriality is understood according to the time-consciousness of
this unidirectional, active, developmental, and novelty-based or
change-oriented formalism.
20

See Medina, 12, Moszynska, 45, and Elliot and
Wallace for critical analyses of these principles.
20

structure. 21 Yet the convention of serial iteration in the
visual art of this period has hardly been considered. The
analysis of this convention in the art with which I am
concerned will serve to draw out important aspects of
twentieth-century art. Examining the various types of serial
iteration presented in twentieth-century visual art reveals in
the artworks themselves debates about the activity of
actualization that are articulated but often missed in
analysis, a neglect which closes off the art to renewed
cultural significance.
For example, it is almost taken for granted in
modern and contemporary theories of language, culture,
subjectivity, and cultural practice that the structures of
these phenomena are embedded in matrices, power
relations, performative structures, relational structures,
differential structures, language games, or discursive
practices. 22 One issue that I argue is raised by the serial
artworks I discuss is this: given the above rule-following
mechanisms (discursive practices, performative
structures), what is it that follows the rule? The artworks
themselves, in various ways, suggest that a principle of
freedom or free activity is fundamental to these matrices.
The type of freedom they articulate is not one of gaps or
fissures, as is often thought, but is the freedom of the
activity of actualization itself.23 The reality shown and the
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For examples of these debates about subjectivity and
history, see Brennan, Smith (1988), and Cadava etal.
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Van Alphen's work provides a good example of this,
for his critical analysis of Bacon's art involves an account of the
subject as a product of power relations and discursive structures.
23

The accounts of free activity in the following chapters
make reference to various gap accounts of freedom.
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meaning generated by these artworks is not to be
understood as an algorithmic mechanism which relieves
the constructed instance, such as the subject, of the
responsibility of making a decision. The free activity most
often presented in these images is not to be understood as
an absence or futurity, but is the ongoingness of rulefollowing activity. These serially iterative artworks reveal,
for instance, that the subject, understood in terms of free
activity, is a condition as much as a result of rule-following.
The structures of the artworks themselves seem to reject
the claim that subjectivity constitutes a directing, mastering
subject that follows a pre-ordained telos. In various ways,
the telos they articulate is the realization of free activity
itself. Thus I argue that the artworks present themselves
both as theoretical articulations and as realizations of free
activity.
The artworks I discuss offer distinct propositions
which cannot be smoothly glossed into a cohesive unity.
Nevertheless, there is a striking similarity to the meanings
of the images that is due in part to the intimate relation
between the structure of seriality and the notion of
actualization. What at least became clear during my
research into the remarkable employment of seriality in
modern painting is that the images address the question of
the nature of the real, and do so in terms of an
examination of the structure and interconnections of
activity, freedom, and differentiation.
Each chapter that follows presents an analysis of
the different ways in which the structure and role of serial
iteration is presented in the visual art of Degas, Mondrian,
Bacon, Schiele, and Warhol. Many modern artists employ
seriality in their work. These five have been chosen
22

because they represent a variety of different ways in which
seriality is used to articulate an account of the activity of
actualization as fundamentally iterative. Serial iteration is
shown to be a primary feature of their art, the prism
through which the treatment of issues such as subjectivity,
freedom, community, and history is refracted.

Degas' Durational Reality
My analysis begins with an interpretation of Degas' late
serial images of bathers and dancers. I argue that the
active quality manifested in these images can be
understood in relation to the serially iterative structure of
his late oeuvre, from approximately the 1880's onward. My
claim is that Degas offers a specific account of the activity
of actualization in his serially iterative images of female
figures. The active quality found in each charcoal drawing,
pastel, or oil painting presents the figure in a process of
continual, iterative actualization. This iterative activity of
actualization differentiates the figure within images and
across them. Thus the viewer's role in relation to Degas'
late serial images is performative: as the viewer moves
through each image or across a series of images, the
viewer iteratively enacts the activity of actualization which
continually shapes and differentiates the figure.
The account of the activity of actualization found in
Degas' late serial images is interpreted with reference to
Bergson's metaphysical notion of duration, the continual
coming-to-be of all things. Bergson's theory of duration
fuses the concepts of time and existence, so that the
activity of actualization is understood as the continual
construction of the present out of the past. Bergson's
duration is a cumulative, intransitive process whereby the
23

past endlessly constructs the present in a continuous,
indivisible series of becoming-events. On this theory, the
past does not disappear; it is actualized anew in the
present. Novelty is a matter of new acts of actualization
that are actualized out of the past into present events.
Degas' late serial images present a Bergsonian
understanding of the serially iterative activity of
actualization, in contrast to certain series of artworks by
contemporaries like Claude Monet or Paul Cezanne.
These three artists are indeed alike in that they share
colour and perception theories about the constructive
nature of vision and they emphasise the active and
constructed surface of their images. The work of all three
artists reveals a common interest in time and change.
Nonetheless, Degas' seriality does not exhibit Monet's
overt and sequential temporal narrative of different
moments in the day, as revealed through different qualities
of light on Rouen Cathedral. Similarly, Degas' use of
perspective does not offer a narrative itinerary of differing
perspectives such as Cezanne employs for a scene like
Mont St. Victoire. He does not situate the activity of
existence in a prior narrative structure at all. Rather, both
the form and content of Degas' images present the activity
of existence as continually differentiating its own order.

Mondrian's Ordering Activity
The serial structure of Mondrian's late paintings presents a
different kind of challenge. What emerges out of the
stylistic and representational variations in Mondrian's
oeuvre is the increasingly grid-like structure characteristic
of his late works. Yet the structure of the grid does not
emerge as a flat and static motif. The grid is a dynamic
24

structure of interconnectivity, particularly in his last painting
Victory Boogie Woogie. My analysis will concentrate on
this last painting, where the serially iterative structure most
expressly articulates the activity of actualization.
Like Mondrian's other late New York paintings, the
structure of Victory Boogie Woogie has been discussed
not only in terms of his interest in the Hegelian notion of
the absolute and in theosophical principles of world unity,
but also by way of his modernist disavowal of
representation in favour of the pure expression of a
universal spirit or order. Against these analyses, I will
argue that Mondrian's late images manifest the activity of
actualization as the free construction of structure itself.
This is because, unlike other artists notorious for
championing the grid (or its variations), such as Agnes
Martin, Josef Albers, Frank Stella, or Jasper Johns,
Mondrian's grids are dynamic structures of relational
differentiation which specifically involve the viewer in their
activity.
Victory Boogie Woogie presents interconnectivity in
terms of the ongoing construction of order. Mondrian
embraces the grid and includes the frame in the image's
structure. Thus he incorporates the implied infinite
movement of his lines into finite actualizations of order,
made by the eruptions of coloured squares and the
difference in their speed and trajectory. Yet the image is
not a rule of algorithmic repetition. On the contrary, the
image shows how new rules of ordination are differentiated
out of previous ones. Horizontal and vertical bands
interconnect at various points in Victory Boogie Woogie,
and in virtue of their interrelation those lines can
differentiate into new trajectories, intersections,
accelerations, and gaps.
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Mondrian's late images thus present the nature of
the actualization of order in terms of spontaneously
differentiating acts of interconnectivity. Because the viewer
can enter or leave off moving through the relational
interconnections of Mondrian's structures at any point, they
are open structures. The actualization of these open
structures by the viewer is the process of an ongoing
differentiation of new orders: to visually move along any
particular line is to respond to differentiations in speed,
tone, and size, as well as spontaneous intersections with
other lines. There is no prior unity, no determining rule, no
telos here. The activity of viewing the image is the serially
iterative construction of order itself. Visually engaging in
the dynamic movement of Mondrian's lines means visually
enacting the ongoing process of iterative differentiation
that the structure performs.
The dynamic differentiations enacted in Victory
Boogie Woogie reveal that the activity of ordering relations
is distinct from the construction of any particular order.
There is no specific order or relation that is repeated in the
image, only the activity of constructing order or relation.
The image manifests the activity of actualization as the
actualization of specific structures, rather than as the
repeated instantiation of a specific structure. Here, serial
iteration articulates the free construction of order itself.
Notwithstanding Mondrian's own statements about his art,
there is no suggestion of a hierarchical order to any
element in the picture plane. On the contrary, any event in
the dynamic actualization of the picture, including the
viewing subject, is defined as both the condition and the
effect of the iterative activity of actualization. I will argue
that it is specifically in terms of the serially situated nature
of free constructive activity that Mondrian articulates the
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process of actualization.

Bacon's Immanent Iteration
Francis Bacon's paintings are disturbing. His images
present active figures who are defined by their activity, but
their activity is fraught with violence. The activity of
actualization is shown to be a serial process both of
construction and destruction in which the viewer
participates. It is a process of relating one element to
another in the construction of the figure, where each
iterative construction differentiates previous constructions.
Thus the activity of actualization presented in Bacon's
images is an immanent process of serially iterative
constructive activity.
Bacon's figures appear to be moving, whether or
not they appear to be doing anything. They are both
realistically represented and destroyed by Bacon's
representational acts. The figures are situated in mundane
places that are also uncanny. They are presented as
confined within frames, screaming, or distractedly gazing
in reflective concern. While the structure of Bacon's
images is confusing, it encourages the viewer to engage
with them. Bacon's images are often interpreted to be
traumatic expressions of the post-war British psyche,
where the ongoing destruction of the figure represents the
violence, isolation, and pain of modern subjectivity. I argue
that the activity of the figure is both its destruction and its
emergence: it is an image of the serial activity of
actualization as violent and painful process.
The figures express pain, and thus have the
inferiority of subjects. But Bacon's figures do not solicit the
viewer's sympathy, for they gaze into the distance without
27

addressing or engaging with the viewer. Instead, the
formal properties of his images, such as skewed
perspective and indexical signs, address and engage the
viewer's participation. They tell the viewer where to look
and how to look, directing the viewer towards the figure's
activity of actualization. There the viewer is presented with
the juxtaposition of realist representation and destructive
marks and smears which involve the viewer in
constructively relating them in order to actualize the figure.
Participation in the activity of the figure is a constructive
process of relating one part to another, yet each relational
construction both changes or destroys previous
constructions and leads to further constructions. Thus the
figure's activity of actualization is a serially iterative
process of continual becoming and continual dissolution in
which the viewer participates.
The viewer can never completely realize Bacon's
suffering figures into stable forms because they are
defined by the serial activity of actualization. Moreover, by
participating in their actualization activity, the viewer is
shown to affect the figure: the figure appears to be hurt by
the process. Thus my analysis will refer to those by
Deleuze and Ernst van Alphen, who argue that the activity
presented in Bacon's images is that of sensation or
affectivity: they show that it is not only the figure that it
affected, but also the viewer. By visually enacting the
figure's destruction, the viewer is shown to affect the
figure, which leads to the realization that viewer too is a an
affective subject. Both Deleuze and van Alphen argue that
by making perception a theme which implicates the viewer,
Bacon generalizes perception as a model of sensation or
affectivity itself. They argue that the activity of actualization
is the active process of affectivity; both figure and viewer
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are uncontrollably made and unmade by the affective
process of receiving and responding to sensation. With
them, I hold that the subject of Bacon's image is an
affective subject. Yet I contend that the activity of Bacon's
figures is not simply a matter of the interaction of physical
forces. The figures' violence and suffering transcends the
physical and places them in an ethical dimension where
concern is paramount. In Bacon's paintings, the serially
iterative activity of actualization presents a model of
affective and participatory subjectivity.

Schiele's Iterative Subject
Egon Schiele's massive series of self-portraits is usually
seen in terms of the existentialism and psycho-analysis of
the artist's pre-war Vienna. They are rarely analyzed in
terms of the meaning and significance of the serial
iteration that shapes their basic structure. Yet it is this
serial structure which defines the self-portrait figures'
identity. I argue that Schiele's serially iterative series of
self-portraits articulates fundamental modernist concerns
about subjectivity which continue to inform contemporary
understandings.
The figure in Schiele's self-portrait paintings
differentiates throughout the vast series of images. It
continually manifests a structure of becoming through the
activity iterated across the images. In each serially related
image, the figure is defined and individuated by its activity:
the figure is what it does. Schiele's self-portraits thereby
construct a specular relationship with viewers: each figure
both looks like Schiele's mirror image and functions as the
mirror image of the viewer. The figure is discerned to be a
subject with an interiority that mirrors its structure back to
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the viewer as uniquely her own. The iterative structure of
active becoming is simultaneously enacted before and
reflected by the image to the viewer in a series of unique
actualizations. The viewer is thus implicated in the
becoming structure of the subject. Yet Schiele's figure
reflects a serially iterative structure that is active, open,
and incomplete. Schiele's self-portrait series is shown to
offer a particular account of subject formation that is
ongoing.
While Degas exploits the tradition of the female
nude, Schiele takes the nude itself to task. He rearticulates
the canonical traditions of the male and female nudes in
terms of trans-gendered performative figures. By referring
to the Lacanian theory of the mirror stage and by analyzing
Schiele's treatment of the nude, I show that the
participatory and communal features of Schiele's images
are inherent to their structure. As with Degas' late images,
formal features in Schiele's self-portraits like perspective,
colour juxtaposition, and facture involve the viewer in the
active structure of Schiele's series. The figure is a visual
subject that stands in a formative and erogenic relation
with the viewer, a relation which is disturbing because, as
with Bacon's imagery, Schiele's self-portrait figures are
often grotesque. This effect draws the viewer visually to
feel the image and to move with the activity of the subject's
actualization. It also emphasizes the finite, everyday nature
of the subject who is presented in terms of his activity.
Schiele's images provide an account of the dynamic
structure of the modern subject in terms of the formative
interactions between subjects.
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Warhol's Mundane Differences
Andy Warhol's serialized screenprints present an account
of the activity of actualization as serially iterative and
spontaneously free differentiation. The key to this account
is found in Warhol's mistakes. Warhol's screenprints lend
themselves to historical materialist interpretations, which
have dominated the treatment of his work. 24 The
connection between Warhol's use of serial structure and
his use of mundane subject matter is usually seen as
either a criticism of mass consumption and commodity
fetishism or as an emulation of industrial mass production
by iteratively presenting the same commodity. Both
accounts miss the irony of Warhol's self-description as a
machine working in a factory. My analysis shows that the
serially iterative structure of Warhol's images is both an
ironic comment on the modernist principles of authenticity,
novelty, and autonomy and a re-interpretation of those
principles. His practice of screenprinting is a process of the
mechanical reproduction of images. Yet Warhol
undermines the repetitive process with his signature: the
serial iteration of printing imperfections. Warhol creates
series of almost exact duplications, and the difference is
profound. For the differences make the otherwise flat
images interesting. When surface, ground, and image are
united, the difference of the imperfection is foregrounded
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1 will refer to these interpretations in Chapter Six, on
Warhol. However, those by Buchloh, Crone, James, and Crow
stand out. The prevalence of marxist interpretations in Warhol
scholarship has recently been surpassed by queer theory. It reinterprets the obvious relationship between art and life in
Warhol's practice and analyzes the imperfections or differences
as sites of resistance. See Meyer (1994), Meyer (2002), and
Crimp.
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as the only engaging aspect of the work. I argue that the
meaning of his serially iterative images lies in their
differences.
Warhol's series of mundane and familiar objects
are flat, unengaging, and diverse. He subjects anything to
his serially iterative screening process. By relating his
images to other forms of iconography, such as
renaissance holy face images and gay camp icons, I show
Warhol to be putting the mundane in the place of the
divine and involving the viewer in the construction of its
meaning. Furthermore, I show how Warhol's series share
crucial features with Monet's serial images: both
foreground the differentiating articulation of the surface of
their serial images. Yet while Monet's series are united in a
temporal narrative, Warhol's are related in a narrative of
serially iterative differentiation.
A look at Warhol's Brillo Boxes provides a good
example of how serial structure in his work manifests the
activity of actualization as the activity of differentiation. Any
one of his copies of Brillo's standard manufactured boxes
can be taken as just that: a copy of a manufacturer's box.
It is made mechanically to look identical to the
manufacturers box in dimensions, colour, and textual
display. While this may be regarded as a tour de force of
extreme representationalism, such an account does not tell
us anything interesting about either the artworks, the
artistic process, the artist, or the viewing subject who is
meant to recognize the mundanity of the Brillo Box. The
significance of Warhol's Brillo Box is not primarily in its
relation to the authenticity of the manufacturer's box, but in
the serial relations between Warhol's boxes.
Albeit situated in a North American field of culturally
recognizable everyday objects, Warhol's serialized Brillo
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Boxes emphatically proclaim their differences from on
another. This is where Warhol's boxes tell viewers
something about sameness and difference through their
differentiating relations to one another. For closer
inspection reveals that Warhol's boxes are not identical
and so not simply numerically different. In fact, they differ
precisely in the ways they are expected to remain the
same, namely the application of colour and textual display.
Their differences reside in the differences between how
the screened design is applied to the ground, differences
which are accidental and only revealed when the boxes are
presented in series. Difference here is presented as
spontaneous, individuating, and relational. It is
fundamental to the series, but mundane, a point reenforced by the mundane subject matter of Brillo box.
Warhol's Brillo Boxes drive home the Deleuzian point that
in serial actualization the only sameness is difference. The
point of relation between any two or more of Warhol's Brillo
Boxes is the point of their difference. Difference is where
Warhol's boxes are artworks, statements which reveal and
tell us something about the world.
Warhol's accidents in his silkscreens are surface
differentiations which distinguish his serigraphs by
revealing that the activity which articulates the subject is
spontaneous and immanent activity. Because the activity
of serial differentiation ultimately refers back to Warhol's
practice, his serial images are to be understood in terms of
his constructive activity, his spontaneous printing
imperfections, and his mundane subject matter. Each
mundane print in an unordered series is a differentiating
repetition of a previous print. Thus I argue that Warhol's
serial images present the serially iterative activity of
actualization as mundane and spontaneously free activity.
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It is the actualizing activity of the mundane which,
continually the same, is always different. As with Schiele's
serial self-portraits, this applies not only to objects and
movie-stars but to the artist himself. Warhol's selfdescription as a machine working in a factory becomes an
acutely ironic account of his constructive activity.
Degas, Mondrian, Bacon, Schiele, and Warhol are
representative of major traditions in modern art history. But
this is not my main reason for concentrating on them. Their
art clearly presents five different articulations of serially
iterative activity in structure, theme and content. Part of my
point is to analyse concerns and debates central to
discussions of modernism and its subsequent effects on
contemporary art and analysis. By selecting the work of
artists held to be central to modernist debate, I hope to
position my analysis in medias res. The continuing debates
about Degas. Mondrian and Warhol and the relative
scarcity of analysis of the more mystifying Bacon and
Schiele offer a stimulating critical challenge. My analysis of
serial iteration offers a new interpretation of what is now a
recognized set of modernist concerns and of the
significance of those concerns for contemporary
developments. For serially iterative imagery is also found
in the work of Katarina Sieverding, Gerhardt Richter,
Arnulf Rainer, Jurgen Klauke, Jenny Holzer, and Mariene
Dumas. They, like the five on whose I work I focus,
present their work in terms of serially iterative structures
and an artist like Sieverding even claims her work to be
"the artistic revelation of the inner structures of nature"
(298). When the modernist use of serial iteration is seen to
provide accounts of concerns such as subjectivity,
community, history, and the activity of actualization, new
light is shed on contemporary uses of seriality.
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